We consider the unique determination of internal properties of a nonhomogeneous, isotropic elastic object from measurements made at the surface. The 3-dimensional object is modelled by solutions of the linear hyperbolic system of equations for elastodynamics, whose (leading) coefficients correspond to the internal properties of the object (its density and elasticity). We model surface measurements by the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map on a finite time interval. In a previous paper the author has shown that the density and elastic properties of the surface of the object are uniquely determined by the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map. Here we apply that result to conclude that certain properties of the interior of the object (the wave speeds) are also determined. We then observe that the elastodynamic polarization is determined outside the object by the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map. We conclude, in the case that the wave speeds are constant, that the polarization data do not determine the density in the interior. This problem and techniques used in its study are closely related to those in, for example, seismology and medical imaging. The techniques used here, though (from geometric optics, integral geometry, and microlocal analysis) lead to the solution of this fully three-dimensional problem.
INTRODUCTION
We show in [R] that the density and elasticity of a linearly elastic, isotropic object are uniquely determined at the surface by surface measurements in the form of the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map. (In fact, we show that the derivatives of the density and elasticity coefficients of all orders are determined at the surface.) We apply that result here to show that certain associated wave speeds of the medium are uniquely determined in the interior. In the study of this inverse problem in elastodynamics we model the elastic, isotropic object by a bounded region in R 3 . Its behavior is described in terms of the linear system of differential equations for elastodynamics whose coefficients represent material properties (the density and elasticity) of the object. Surface measurements (of the displacement of the object's surface that result from forces applied at the surface) are modelled by an associated boundary operator, the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map.
Key to the solution of this problem is the fact that in elastodynamics (as in seismology) wave energy from a disturbance propagates through the medium along paths that are determined by the density and elasticity. In fact, these paths are geodesics, curves along which travel time is minimized, so they are given in terms of the wave speeds c p and c s of the medium, which, in turn, are given in terms of the density \(x) and elastic properties, represented by *(x) and +(x). We derive explicit descriptions of these wave paths in terms of *, +, and \, and then describe the displacement of the object (represented by certain solutions of the differential equation for elastodynamics) in terms of the wave paths via local asymptotic expansions. Writing the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map 4 *, +, \ in terms of these asymptotic expansions, it is shown in [R] that if 4 *1, +1, \1 =4 *2 , +2 , \2 , then it follows that .., where & is the normal derivative at 0. We conclude here that the object may be viewed as being embedded in a medium of infinite extent with smoothly varying density and elasticities at the interface of the surface of the object and the surrounding medium. It follows that asymptotic expansions of the displacement of the object and the surrounding medium can be given, in this case, in terms of global Fourier integral operators. We apply results on the propagation of singularities and results from integral geometry to conclude here that certain wave speeds associated with the object are determined by the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map in 0.
A problem which has some of the features of elastodynamics (see also Sacks and Symes [Sa-Sy] and Bao and Symes [Ba-Sy] ) is the problem solved by Rakesh and Symes in [Ra-Sy] . In [Ra-Sy] a disturbance that propagates through an object is modelled by a solution of the wave equation, [ 2 t &2+q(x)] u=0 in 0_(0, T ), for a bounded region 0. Rakesh and Symes show that the integral of the potential, q(x), over any path along which wave energy propagates, is determined by surface measurements. Knowing these integrals of the potential is enough to recover the potential itself inside 0. In this model problem the paths along which energy propagates are straight lines, the differential equation is a scalar equation, and there is only one coefficient to describe, the potential q(x).
Three main difficulties arise in the inverse problem in elastodynamics that do not occur in the problem for the wave equation. First, in elastodynamics the paths along which wave energy propagates are not straight lines. Second, the elasticity equation in the dynamic case is, in fact, a system of three equations in three unknowns. Third, there are three coefficients to be determined in elastodynamics: the density \(x) and the Lame parameters (or coefficients of elasticity), *(x) and +(x).
Nakamura and Uhlmann have solved the inverse problem for elasticity in the static case (see [N-UI, N-UII]) using methods applicable to elliptic equations. The methods used here (following Sylvester and Uhlmann [S-U91]) are better suited for hyperbolic problems. This problem in elastodynamics is time-dependent, but on a finite time interval, so cannot be solved by applying a Fourier transform to reduce to an elliptic problem.
1.1. Statement of the main result. Let 0 be a bounded region in R 3 with smooth boundary. 0 represents a linearly elastic, nonhomogeneous, isotropic object if the function \(x) representing the density is positive on 0 , if the Lame parameters *(x) and +(x), representing the elastic properties of the object, satisfy +>0 on 0 and 3*(x)+2+(x)>0 on 0 (the strong convexity condition), and if the distribution u(x, t)=(u 1 , u 2 , u 3 ), representing the displacement of the object, solves the initial-boundary-value problem (2) associated with the hyperbolic system of operators P for elastodynamics. The operator P for elastodynamics is given by
where c ijkl =*$ ij $ kl ++$ ik $ jl ++$ il $ jk is the Cauchy elasticity tensor for an isotropic medium. The initial-boundary-value problem is (for 0<T< )
The Dirichlet-to-Neumann map 4 *, +, \ models surface measurements by giving the correspondence between a displacement f (x, t) at the surface and the surface traction 4 *, +, \ f that would generate this displacement. (See [U] for an excellent review of the use of the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map in modeling surface measurements in inverse problems.) The Dirichletto-Neumann map 4 *, +, \ is defined in terms of solutions u of the initialboundary-value problem (2) by
where u| 0_(0, T ) = f, and & is the unit outer normal to 0. The main result of this paper is the unique determination of the wave speeds c p =-(*+2+)Â\ and c s =-+Â\ in 0.
Theorem 1. Let 0 be a bounded region in R 3 with smooth boundary. Suppose the coefficients * i , + i , \ i # C (0 ) satisfy \ i , + i >0, and 3* i + 2+ i >0 (strong convexity) on 0 . Further, suppose the coefficients * i , + i , \ i do not give rise to caustics for i=1, 2; there are unique distance-minimizing geodesics between boundary points with respect to the metrics (1Âc
for wave speeds c p =-(*+2+)Â\ and c s =-+Â\; these geodesics all exit 0 before time T< ; and they do not graze 0. Then 4 *1, +1, \1 =4 *2 , +2 , \2 on 0_(0, T ) implies
1.2. Some related questions. In Section 5 we consider the determination of the density \ in 0 by the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map. (It would follow from the determination of the density that each of the three coefficients *, +, \ for elastodynamics is determined in the interior.) In particular, we show in Section 5 that the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map determines wave polarization data (as defined by [De] ) at the surface of the object. In the case that the wave speeds c p and c s are constant, though, we show that this polarization data does not contain information about the density \. This indicates a certain complexity to the question whether, in general, the polarization data determines the density in the interior. We will further address the determination of the density by the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map in a separate paper by developing general results and applying them to the case of elastodynamics.
An open problem is to what extent the regularity conditions on *, +, and \ can be relaxed. The proof here depends on the smoothness of the coefficients, for example, in the construction of high-frequency asymptotic expansions to prove uniqueness at the boundary, and in the application of propagation of singularities results. To weaken the regularity conditions on the coefficients one would likely need to apply different techniques (from nonsmooth microlocal analysis). Uniqueness results have been obtained, with weaker regularity hypotheses, for the scalar inverse conductivity problem. See Brown and Uhlmann [Br-U] for a list of recent results.
Another interesting question related to weakening the hypotheses of this paper's main theorem is under what conditions the result holds when caustics arise. We refer the reader to articles [Ho I, Ho II, and Du] on global Fourier integral operators.
1.3. Sketch of the proof. We show in [R] that *, +, \, and their normal derivatives are determined by the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map at the boundary of 0. We apply this result, first in Section 3, to show that *, +, and \ can be extended smoothly to all of R 3 so that each is determined by 4 *, +, \ outside 0. Then, rather than approach the question of uniqueness in the interior from the point of view of the initial-boundary-value problem (2) on 0_(0, T ), we will consider the Cauchy problem for elastodynamics on
In Section 2 we write solutions u of the Cauchy problem (4) on R 3 _(0, T ) as
in terms of initial data 0 , 1 and solution operators E 0 , E 1 (t, x, D x ). The solution operators solve
and, in fact, are given as Fourier integral operators by
The phase functions .
\ pÂs (t, x, ') solve the eikonal equations
and the amplitudes e pÂs, \ (k)(t, x, ')=(e l, m ) l, m=1, 2, 3 are written (cf. Section 2.2 in [R] ) as the sum
of terms in the kernel of p(t, x, t, x .(t, x)) and terms h } , m (m=1, 2, 3) in the cokernel, where p(t, x, {, !) is the principal symbol of the operator P for elastodynamics.
To show 4 *, +, \ determines the travel times of p and s-waves through 0, we observe in Section 4 that these travel times appear as a component of the bicharacteristic curves for elastodynamics. The bicharacteristic curves are realized as wave front set of certain solutions of the Cauchy problem for elastodynamics on R 3 _(0, T ). Since the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map for elastodynamics determines, cf. Section 3, these solutions of the Cauchy problem outside 0 (given fixed boundary data and fixed initial data supported outside 0), the bicharacteristics are themselves determined outside 0 on (0, T ) by 4 *, +, \ . In particular, the times at which the bicharacteristics enter and exit 0, and so the travel times through 0, are determined by 4 *, +, \ , given that T< is taken to be greater than all of the travel times of the characteristic segments between boundary points.
To conclude in Theorem 4.4 that 4 *, +, \ determines the wave speeds
in the interior of 0 we apply a result by Mukhometov and Romanov [M-R] and Croke [C] which states that two metrics conformal to the Euclidean metric that satisfy certain geometric conditions are, in fact, identical if the line integrals over geodesic segments with endpoints on 0 are the same for the two metrics. The metrics in this case are 1 c 2 pÂs
and the line integrals over geodesic segments with respect to these metrics are line integrals over segments of characteristic curves of the operator P.
The travel time of wave energy through the object may be represented in terms of such line integrals. Since travel times have been shown to be determined by 4 *, +, \ , it follows that the wave speeds are also determined in the interior by the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map. The geometric conditions on the metrics that must be satisfied in order to apply Croke's result amount to conditions on the wave speeds c p and c s which are satisfied if:
v The wave speeds are constant outside a compact set in R 3 .
v There are no trapped geodesics; that is, the bicharacteristics of P leave 0 before time T< . (9) v The bicharacteristics of P correspond to unique distanceminimizing geodesics between points on 0.
v The characteristics of P do not graze 0. 
AN ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION OF SOLUTION OPERATORS FOR THE CAUCHY PROBLEM ON R
(These curves are called the forward and backward, p-wave and s-wave null bicharacteristics of P.) The Hamiltonians
are factors of the determinant of the principal symbol p(t, x, {, !) of P.
The eikonal equations (7) can be written in terms of the Hamiltonians q \ pÂs that describe wave paths; in particular, the eikonal equations are given by q
\ pÂs (t, x, ') solve the eikonal equations and have initial values given in terms of the parameter ' # R 3 "0 by
That is, wave paths are given in terms of the phase functions by
To describe the amplitudes e pÂs, \ (k)(t, x, ')=(e l, m ) l, m=1, 2, 3 (cf. (8)) we observe that the kernel of p(t, x, t, x .(t, x)) is spanned (cf. Section 2.1 in [R] ) by
in the case of forward or backward p-waves, and the kernel is spanned by
in the case of forward or backward s-waves. The scalars (: m ) J and (:
are homogeneous of order J in |'| and solve the transport equations, ordinary differential equations along the forward or backward, p or s-wave
solve algebraic equations which are derived from the condition PE k #0. These algebraic equations, in fact, give rise to the eikonal equations and the transport equations.
2.1. Solving the Differential Equations PE k #0. To solve the differential equations PE k #0 we begin with the Ansatz
where the phase functions . pÂs (t, x, ') # C are homogeneous in |'| of order 1 and (e lm pÂs, \ (k)) l , m=1, 2, 3 are the full symbols of the p and s-wave solution operators.
To derive conditions on the symbols e(k) that ensure PE k #0, we write
It follows that the terms in the symbol for PE k of constant homogeneity in |'| are zero if the following algebraic equations hold,
where
is the sum of the lower-order terms in the symbol of P,
and, for ease of notation, we set (e(k)) 1 =0.
Deriving the Eikonal Equations.
To solve the first algebraic equation (16) for J=0 we observe that the kernel of p(t, x, t, x .) is nontrivial if and only if (cf. Section 2.1 of [R] )
We solve (16) for J=0, then, by choosing .
\ pÂs solving the eikonal equation (11) and by choosing (e(k)) 0 so that each column belongs to the kernel of p(t, x, t, x .); in fact, we set
(:
where the (: m, \ ) 0 (k) and (:
) are scalars to be determined. The eikonal equations are non-characteristic, first-order nonlinear equations which can be solved by Hamilton Jacobi theory (cf., for example, [Gr-Sj] ) with initial values (12). It follows that the gradient of . \ pÂs at t=0 is given by
2.3. Deriving the Transport Equations. The lower-order terms in the symbol for PE k are zero if the algebraic equations (16) hold for J=0, &1, ... We proceed as in Section 2.2 of [R] by writing the lowerorder terms (e } , m pÂs (k)) J of the symbols of the solution operators as
with (h } , m pÂs ) J in the cokernel of p(t, x, t, x .). We then reduce the compatibility conditions for solution of (16),
to the transport equations, first-order ordinary differential equations in (: m ) J along p-wave characteristics of P, and systems of two first-order ordinary differential equations in (: 
with e m =(0, .., 0, 1, 0, .., 0) having 1 in the mth component. Incorporating the description (20) of the amplitudes e(k), assuming that the initial data 0 , 1 are both homogeneous of order zero in ' tan , and taking
at t=0, we find that the initial conditions on e(k) reduce to
are given in terms of the previously determined scalars (:) J+1 and (: (14), (15), and (19)), it follows that there is a unique choice at t=0 for the scalars (: m ) J and (: 
By (15) and (19) we can take the N \ i at t=0 to be independent of *, +, and \. Therefore, the (: m, \ ) 0 and (:
) 0 can be taken to be independent of *, +, and \ at t=0.
UNIQUENESS OUTSIDE 0 OF SOLUTIONS OF THE CAUCHY PROBLEM
For * 1 , + 1 , \ 1 and * 2 , + 2 , \ 2 with * 1 , + 1 , \ 1 , * 2 , + 2 , \ 2 # C (0 ) and 4 *1 , +1 , \1 =4 *2 , +2 , \2 we extend * 1 , + 1 , and \ 1 to be smooth on R 3 , and then define
It follows by [R] that the extensions of * 2 , + 2 , and
at 0 for k=0, 1, ... . We next show that 4 *, +, \ determines solutions of the Cauchy problem outside 0 given fixed values at 0 for t # (0, T) and given fixed initial data supported outside 0. Sylvester and Uhlmann (in [S-U91, Proposition 2.15]) prove this result in the case of the wave equation associated with the Laplace Beltrami operator of a metric. Here we prove the analogue for elastodynamics.
Suppose the u j ( j=1, 2) solve the following Cauchy problems on R 3 _(0, T ),
where (supp k ) & 0=< for k=0, 1 and P j =P(* j , + j , \ j ) is the operator for elastodynamics. Suppose further that
Then 4 *1, +1, \1 =4 *2 , +2 , \2 implies u 1 (x, t)=u 2 (x, t) outside 0, for t # (0, T).
Proof. Let
where v 2 solves the initial-boundary-value problem (2) for (* 2 , + 2 , \ 2 ) and has boundary data v 2 | 0_(0, T ) =u 1 and initial data zero. Given the regularity of the coefficients * j , + j , \ j and some regularity in the initial data, e.g. 0 (x) # H 2 (R 3 ) and 1 (x) # H 1 (R 3 ), we have [H-K-M, Theorem III and Remark 5 after Theorem IV] that u 1 (t, x), u 2 (t, x) are the unique solutions in C([0, T], H 1 (R 3 )) of the Cauchy problem on R 3 _(0, T ). Now w 2 has initial values 0 and 1 and has continuous normal derivatives at 0_(0, T ) since
that is, since & u is determined (by Section 3.1 in [R] ) by the Dirichlet-toNeumann map at 0_(0, T ) for u solving (2) and for T< greater than the supremum of the travel times of characteristics through 0. It follows that w 2 is a weak solution of P 2 w 2 =0 on R 3 _(0, T ) since (* 1 , + 1 , \ 1 )= (* 2 , + 2 , \ 2 ) outside 0. By the regularity of v 2 (see, for example, [Ku, Chap. VIII, Sect. 1; Chap. 3, Theorem 4 .1]), and by the uniqueness of (weak) C([0, T], H 1 (R 3 )) solutions of the Cauchy problem on R 3 _(0, T ), we conclude that w 2 =u 2 . Therefore, u 1 =u 2 outside 0.
UNIQUENESS OF THE TRAVEL TIMES AND WAVE SPEEDS
IN THE INTERIOR 4.1. Applying Dencker's Results to Elastodynamics. By Dencker [De, Theorem 4.2, p. 367 ] the wave front set of a solution u for elastodynamics is a union of null bicharacteristics of P. This follows from the fact that the operator P for elastodynamics is of real principal type. In fact, for
and
we have p~p=qI with q the symbol of a scalar operator of real principal type. The set 0 p =[(x, !) # T* X "0 : det p(x, !)=0] consists of the disjoint`l ight cones'' 4 pÂs, \ =[(t, x, {, !) # T* ((0, T )_R 3 ) : {Ãc pÂs |!| =0]"0 associated with the forward (+) and backward (&), p and s-waves. Null bicharacteristics 1 pÂs, \ of P are the integral curves (that lie in the set 0 p ) of Hamilton vector fields,
The Hamiltonians
are factors of q, and so are factors of the determinant of the principal symbol of P. It follows that the null bicharacteristics of P are of the form (t(s), x(s), {(s), !(s)) with direction given by
Travel Time Occurs as a Component of the Bicharacteristics of P.
Proposition 4.1. Geodesics with respect to the metric g ij =(1Âc 2 pÂs ) $ ij are the projections, to the x-coordinate, of the bicharacteristics of P.
Proof. Geodesics with respect to the metric solve the equations
, where
are the Christoffel symbols (cf. Boothby, [Bo, pp. 318, 328] ). That is, geodesics for the metric solve
To arrive at the conclusion of the proposition we show that the component x(s) of bicharacteristics for P solves this equation by differentiating the description of dxÂds in (27). K We conclude from Proposition 4.1 that the travel time of a forward or backward, p or s-wave is given by the t-component of the corresponding bicharacteristic, especially since the travel time of a p or s-wave in 0 between points x Ä and xÄ # 0 is given by geodesic distance travel time from x Ä to xÄ = inf 4.3. Travel Time through 0 Is Determined by 4 *, +, \ . To conclude that the travel times of forward or backward, p or s-waves are determined by 4 *, +, \ , we need only consider the bicharacteristics for P * j , + j , \ j , denoted by
that pass through (t, x, {, !)
, and x(s), for 0 s sÄ , is the geodesic segment (with respect to the metric 1Âc 2 pÂs e) from x Ä to xÄ =x(sÄ ) Â 0. By Section 6.2 travel time is given by the t-component of the 1 j pÂs, \ , so to show the travel times between boundary points of 0 are determined, we show that the bicharacteristics 1 j pÂs, \ are determined by 4 *, +, \ outside 0 for t # (0, T). Proof. For (* 1 , + 1 , \ 1 ) and (* 2 , + 2 , \ 2 ) with 4 * 1 , + 1 , \ 1 =4 * 2 , + 2 , \ 2 let U 1 solve the Cauchy problem (24) for * 1 , + 1 , \ 1 with initial values 0 , 1 supported outside 0 (to be chosen later). Let U 2 be given by
where v 2 solves the initial-boundary-value problem (2) for (* 2 , + 2 , \ 2 ) with initial data zero in 0 and boundary data v 2 | 0_(0, T ) =U 1 | 0_(0, T ) . By the proof of Theorem 3.1 U 2 is the solution of the Cauchy problem on R 3 _(0, T ) for (* 2 , + 2 , \ 2 ) with boundary values agreeing with U 1 at 0_(0, T ) and with initial values k t U 2 | t=0 = k (k=0, 1). It follows by the uniqueness outside 0 of solutions of the Cauchy problem (with fixed boundary values and fixed initial values supported outside 0, cf. Theorem 3.1) that
Therefore,
We will now choose initial data 0 and 1 with``minimal'' wave front set so that the wave front sets of the corresponding solutions U 1 and U 2 will consist of only a few null bicharacteristic strips of P. In fact, we observe in Lemma 4.3 that the solutions U j , given a particular choice of initial values, have the property that
It follows from (30) that 1
outside 0 for t # (0, T ) since p and s-waves for each j are distinguishable (the p-wave is faster than the s-wave) and since the forward and backward waves for each j are distinguishable. (The``forward'' wave is on the negative light cone [{<0] and the``backward'' wave is on the positive light cone [{>0].) K Lemma 4.3. Let x Ä , xÄ be arbitrary points not in 0 , and let ! Ä # R 3 "0 be the direction at x Ä of the geodesic from x Ä to xÄ (defined as in (28)). If the initial data 1 is identically zero, and if the only nonzero component of 0 (the M-th, say) is a distribution on R 3 with wave front set equal to the ray with direction ! Ä at x Ä , that is, with
for the solutions U 1 and U 2 in (29).
Remark. Examples of distributions with wave front set on a ray (cf. Proof. To describe the wave front sets of U 1 and U 2 in terms of bicharacteristics of P, we write the solutions U j , j=1, 2, in (29) in terms of the systems of solution operators
developed in Section 2, and in terms of the initial data 0 and 1 ,
The E l, m pÂs, \ ( j, k) are scalar Fourier integral operators (cf. [Gr-Sj, Chap. 11]) of the form
with associated canonical transformations (cf. [Tr, Chap. 6, Sect. 4 
\ pÂs (t, x, ')).
To give upper and lower bounds on the wave front set of U l, M pÂs, \ ( j, 0), we observe by (5) 
by [Tr, Theorem 4 .1], for example. It follows that WF U j is not only contained in l, pÂs, \ WF U l, M pÂs, \ ( j, 0), but, in fact,
To see this, we first observe that, given the choice of initial data, U j is the sum of the terms U } , M pÂs, \ ( j, 0), where M is fixed. The wave front set of U j is the union of the wave front sets of its components. By (34) each of the U M, M pÂs, \ ( j, 0) has wave front set contained in the conic closure of the bicharacteristic
and by the reasoning at the end of Theorem 4.2 these bicharacteristic strips are disjoint. Therefore the sum U j is not smoother than the summands. We now conclude that WF U l, M pÂs, \ ( j, 0) is given by the upper bound in (34); that is,
This is a consequence of the following: the bicharacteristic strips containing the WF U
pÂs, \ ( j, 0) is nonempty, and by Dencker [De, Theorem 4. 2; see also R, Sect. 6.1] the wave front set of the sum U j is invariant under the Hamilton flow for P, so equals a union of null bicharacteristics for P. This, with (35), completes the proof of the lemma. K 4.4. The wave speeds c pÂs are determined by 4 *, +, \ .
Theorem 4.4. Suppose the conditions (9) hold for the geodesics of the metrics (1Âc 2 pÂs ) dx i dx i . It then follows that the wave speeds c pÂs are determined by the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map in the interior 0.
Proof. The theorem is a consequence of Proposition 4.1, Theorem 4.2, and, for example, Croke's Theorem C in [C] . K
UNIQUENESS OF THE POLARIZATION AT THE SURFACE
We construct solutions U 1 and U 2 of the Cauchy problems (4) on R 3 for two sets of coefficients * j , + j , and \ j ( j=1, 2). By Theorem 3.1 the solutions U j agree outside 0 (given that the Dirichlet-to-Neumann maps for the two sets of coefficients agree, given that the U j have the same boundary values, and given that the U j have the same Cauchy values that are supported outside 0). It follows that the polarization sets for the U j agree outside 0; that is,
Dencker [De, Theorem 4 .2] characterizes the polarization set as a union of sections w(t, x, {, !) over bicharacteristics 1 of P that solve first-order ordinary differential equations along the bicharacteristics. The polarization vectors w lie in the kernel of the principal symbol of the operator P.
We show in Theorem 5.1 that the s-wave polarization vectors w associated with the U j are determined outside 0 by the Dirichlet-toNeumann map.
We then observe that when the wave speeds c p and c s are constant, the polarization data does not determine the density \ in the interior 0. This indicates a certain complexity to the question whether polarization data determines the density in the interior.
5.1. Definition of the Polarization Set WF pol and Polarization Vectors w. Dencker [De] gives the following definition of the polarization set
(u is defined here, say, on R 3 with values in R 3 .) We consider 1_3 systems A of pseudodifferential operators of order zero with Au # C , where the product Au is given by the usual inner product. Let a(x, !) be the principal symbol of A. Then the polarization set of u is the collection of (x, !) # T *(R 3 ) together with the polarization vectors w(x, !) that make up the intersection of the kernels (that is, the orthogonal spaces) of the a(x, !). That is,
For x Ä , xÄ Â 0 let x(t) be the geodesic that joins x Ä and xÄ with respect to the conformal metric g= (1Âc s (x) 2 ) e.
we define the polarization vector w = pÂs (:)(t, x, {, !) (with :>0) to be a smooth section of the cotangent bundle T*(R_R 3 ) that solves
and that has initial values w 
with initial values w
. Then for any xÄ Â 0 the polarization vector w = s, + at the point (tÄ , xÄ , &c
) is determined by the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map.
Proof. For (* 1 , + 1 , \ 1 ) and (* 2 , + 2 , \ 2 ) with 4 *1, +1, \1 =4 *2 , +2 , \2 we construct solutions U j of the Cauchy problem (22) as in the proof of Theorem 4.2, with initial data 0 and 1 (to be chosen later) supported outside 0. These U j are determined outside 0, and so
We now choose initial data 0 and 1 , as in the proof of Theorem 4.2, again with``minimal'' wave front set so that the wave front sets of the corresponding solutions U 1 and U 2 will consist of only a few null bicharacteristic strips of P. Here, though, we choose initial data with wave front set occuring possibly in each of the components of 0 . In fact, we choose
(See Remark 4.1 on the existence of such distributions h(x).)
We compute upper and lower bounds on the polarization set of U j in terms of the polarization vectors w = pÂs, \ (cf. (37)). In fact, we show in Lemma 5.1 that the polarization set of U j does contain the polarization vector w = s, + , but contains at most the span of the polarization vectors w = pÂs, \ (:), :>0. It follows from the fact that the bicharacteristics 1 pÂs, \ are disjoint and distinguishable (for each j) (as described in the proof of Theorem 4.2) and from the fact that the polarization sets WF pol U j agree outside 0 (cf. (40)) that the polarization vectors w making up the polarization set of U j are determined outside 0. In particular, the polarization vector w = s, + is determined. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1. K Lemma 5.1. For U j constructed in the proof of Theorem 5.1 we have
pÂs, \
[(#(t), ;w = pÂs, \ (t)): ;>0 and #(t)
Proof. To prove the upper bound of (42), we describe the polarization set of U j by referring to the characterization given by Dencker [De, Theorem 4 .2]. Dencker shows that the polarization set is a union of Hamilton orbits of P, that is, is a union of sections w(t, x, {, !) over the bicharacteristics in the wave front set of U j that solve H qpÂs, \ w=Aw on 1 pÂs, \ . It follows that the polarization vectors (i.e. the solutions of the ordinary differential equations (37)) that are in the polarization set of U j are polarization vectors that v lie over bicharacteristics in the wave front set of U j , and v have initial polarization that agrees with some polarization vector of the initial data U j | t=0 = 0 .
Therefore, to describe WF pol U j , we describe WF U j and WF pol (U j | t=0 ). We observe, as in the proof of Lemma 4.3, that the wave front set of U j is contained in the union of the bicharacteristics 1
We then show in Lemma 5.2 that the polarization set of the initial data U j | t=0 is restricted to the span of ! Ä = over the points (x Ä , :! Ä ), :>0. It follows that the upper bound in (42) holds.
Proof. We recall that
We first show that
by considering the pseudodifferential operator A with (principal) symbol (46) holds we apply the definition (36) of the polarization set. We show that A 0 is smooth, and we note that the intersection over all such and v of [(x, !, w): w # ker a(x, !)] is in fact the right side of (46). In fact, to see that A 0 is smooth we notice that the amplitude a(x, !) !
:>0]. To show that WF pol 0 is given by the upper bound in (46) we observe that for any zeroth-order pseudodifferential operator A on R 3 with A 0 # C it is the case that
that is,
To show that the lower bound in (42) also holds, that is, that the initial data 0 induces this type of shear-wave polarization in U j , we show it is enough to prove that 1 s, + WF (U j ). In fact, by [De, Proposition 2.5] , ? (t, x, {, !) (WF pol U j )"0=WF U j . It follows that if 1 s, + WF (U j ) holds, then some part of (WF pol U j )"0 lies over 1 s, + . The polarization set over 1 s, + is a union of solutions of (39) that have initial polarization contained in WF pol (U j | t=0 ). By (45) 
e s, + (0)(0, x, ') ! Ä = h( y) dy d'
e s, + (0)(0, x, ') ! Ä
with the last equality holding due to the initial values .
\ pÂs (0, x, ')=x } ' of . + s given in (12). By (21) the principal term (e s, + ) 0 (at t=0) of e s, + = e s, + (0)(0, x, ') is given by (e s, + ) 0 (0, x, ') =((: (N 1 N 1 +N 2 N 2 ) where v w=(v i w j ) i, j . N 1 and N 2 are arbitrary orthogonal unit vectors that are orthogonal to { x . s which (at t=0) is { x . s (0, x, ')=' by (12). It follows that the principal term (e s, + ) 0 (at t=0) is half the projection P 
where the prime indicates differentiation in the direction of the Hamilton vector field H q + s . (See (25).) We compute A on the bicharacteristic 1 s, + , that is, with {=&c s (x) |!| and !={ x . + s . To shorten the calculation of A (38) we follow Dencker [De, Example 4.3] in constructing a pseudodifferential operator Q=P P which has principal symbol qI with q scalar. Here P is the pseudodifferential operator with (principal) symbol p~defined in (23). We recall that q is given in (24) and p is given in (17). The lower-order terms p 1 in the symbol of P are given by The analogous result holds for p-wave polarization. In particular, we can show, analogous to Theorem 5.1, that p-wave polarization vectors w p are determined outside 0 by the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map. We can then reduce the p-wave version of the ODE (48) to an ODE of the form :$ 1 =C(log \)$ in the case that the wave speeds are constant.
We conclude that, in the case of constant wave speeds, the propagation of polarization does not give information about the density in the interior.
